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Date(s)
Adopted on 22/03/2001

Background Information
The Recommendation on the Use of the OECD Model Memorandum of Understanding on Automatic
Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes was adopted by the OECD Council on 22 March 2001 on
the proposal of the Committee on Fiscal Affairs. The Recommendation recognises that tax authorities
are increasing their exchanges of information due to the increased opportunities for taxpayers to avoid
or evade tax at the international level. It recommends that Adherents use the OECD Model
Memorandum of Understanding on Automatic Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes when they
decide to conclude agreements on automatic exchange of information either under the Convention on
Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters, or pursuant to bilateral tax treaties based on the
OECD Model Convention. The OECD Model Memorandum of Understanding on Automatic Exchange
of Information for Tax Purposes was designed by the Co-ordinating Body of the Joint Council of
Europe/OECD Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax in order to improve the
efficiency of automatic exchange of information.

THE COUNCIL,
HAVING REGARD to Article 5 b) of the Convention for Economic Co-operation and Development of
14 December 1960;
HAVING REGARD to the Recommendation of the Council of 21 September 1977 on Tax Avoidance
and Evasion [C(77)149/FINAL];
HAVING REGARD to the Recommendation of the Council of 11 April 1996 on the Tax Deductibility of
Bribes to Foreign Public Officials [C(96)27/FINAL];
HAVING REGARD to the Recommendation of the Council of 13 March 1997 on the Use of Tax
Identification Numbers in an International Context [C(97)29/FINAL];
HAVING REGARD to the Recommendation of the Council of 13 March 1997 on the use of the
Revised OECD Standard Magnetic Format for Automatic Exchange of Information [C(97)30/FINAL];
HAVING REGARD to the Revised Recommendation of the Council of 23 May 1997 on Combating
Bribery in International Business Transactions [C(97)123/FINAL];
HAVING REGARD to the Recommendation of the Council of 23 October 1997 concerning the Model
Tax Convention on Income and Capital [C(97)195/FINAL] (hereinafter the Model Tax Convention);
HAVING REGARD to Article 13 of the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in
International Business Transactions adopted by the Negotiating Conference on 21 November 1997
and entering into force on 15 February 1999;
CONSIDERING that most tax treaties signed by Member countries follow Article 26 of the Model Tax
Convention in providing for co-operation between competent authorities of the Contracting States, in
the form of exchanges of information;
CONSIDERING that Article 6 of the joint Council of Europe / OECD Convention on Mutual
Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters, which came into force on 1 April 1995, expressly provides
for automatic exchange of information;
CONSIDERING the need to improve the efficiency of automatic exchange of information between tax
authorities:
I.
RECOMMENDS that Member Countries use the OECD Model Memorandum of
Understanding on Automatic Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes in the Appendix hereto, which
is an integral part of this Recommendation, when they decide to conclude agreements on automatic
exchange of information;
II.
INSTRUCTS the Committee on Fiscal Affairs to monitor the use of the Model Memorandum of
Understanding and to report back to the Council as appropriate.

APPENDIX
OECD MODEL MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE COMPETENT
AUTHORITIES OF (STATE X) AND (STATE Y) ON THE AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE OF
INFORMATION FOR TAX PURPOSES
This Model can be used as a working basis for an agreement for those tax administrations which are
able and willing to engage in automatic exchange of information:
The competent authorities of (State X) and of (State Y) having regard to the desire of both authorities
to increase mutual assistance,
hereby declare as follows:
GENERAL
Article 1
On the basis of Article 6 of the Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters of 25
January 1988 (the Convention) and in accordance with this Memorandum, the competent authorities
of (State X) and (State Y) shall endeavour to automatically provide each other with the information
referred to in Article 2 below with respect to persons resident in one or both States.
EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
Article 2
The competent authorities shall endeavour to automatically provide each other with information in
respect of the following (references to Articles in subparagraphs below are to Articles of the Model Tax
Convention hereafter referred to as the "Model Convention"):
a)

A change in a person's place of residence from one State to the other State;

b)

Income from immovable property as referred to in Article 6 of the Model Convention;

c)

Dividends as referred to in Article 10 of the Model Convention;

d)

Interest as referred to in Article 11 of the Model Convention;

e)

Royalties as referred to in Article 12 of the Model Convention;

f)

Capital gains as referred to in Article 13 of the Model Convention;

g)

Salaries, wages and other similar remuneration in respect of an employment as referred
to in Article 15 of the Model Convention;

h)

Directors' fees and other similar payments referred to in Article 16 of the Model
Convention;

i)

Income derived by artists and sportsmen referred to in Article 17 of the Model
Convention;

j)

Pensions and other similar remuneration referred to in Article 18 of the Model
Convention;

k)

Salaries, wages and other similar remuneration paid by a State or a political subdivision
or a local authority thereof as referred to in Article 19 of the Model Convention;

l)

Other income as referred to in Article 21 of the Model Convention;

m) Other items including items on indirect taxes such as VAT/sales tax and excise duties
and social security payments; and
n)

Commissions and other similar payments.

The competent authorities may agree by an exchange of letters to add to the list of information to be
exchanged, and will, in any case, review the information being provided no less than every two years.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Article 3
With respect to the automatic exchange of information provided in this Memorandum, Article 21
(Protection of Persons and Limits to the Obligation to Provide Assistance) and Article 22 (Secrecy) of
the Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters are fully applicable.
Article 4
The information referred to in Article 2 of this Memorandum shall, as much as possible, be provided in
a magnetic or electronic format following the Recommendation of the Council on the Use of the
Revised OECD Standard Magnetic Format for Automatic Exchange of Information [C(97)30/FINAL] or
any further updated format recommended by the Council. This information shall include, as much as
possible, the Tax Identification Numbers in the residence and source country of the non-resident
recipients of income following the OECD Recommendation on the use of Tax Identification Numbers in
an International Context [C(97)29/FINAL].
Article 5
If the information provided by a State as part of the automatic exchange of information is found to be
incorrect or incomplete, the competent authority shall make this known as quickly as possible to the
other State. Feedback should be provided whenever useful to the sending country.
Article 6
The information shall be provided periodically, at least once per calendar year, to:
In (State X): name and address of the responsible part of the tax administration
In (State Y): name and address of the responsible part of the tax administration
Information relating to income and/or data concerning a particular calendar year shall be forwarded
immediately if possible, and in any event, as soon as possible after the end of the calendar year in
question.
APPLICATION AND TITLE
Article 7
This Memorandum shall enter into force on DD MM YYYY and apply to information concerning income
from the calendar year YYYY and succeeding years until denounced by one competent authority by
means of a notification to the other competent authority).
Article 8
This Memorandum may be cited as the "Memorandum of Understanding between the Competent
Authorities of (State X) and (State Y) on the Automatic Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes".
Done in duplicate, in the x and y languages, each version being equally authentic.
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About the OECD
The OECD is a unique forum where governments work together to address the economic, social and
environmental challenges of globalisation. The OECD is also at the forefront of efforts to understand
and to help governments respond to new developments and concerns, such as corporate governance,
the information economy and the challenges of an ageing population. The Organisation provides a
setting where governments can compare policy experiences, seek answers to common problems,
identify good practice and work to co-ordinate domestic and international policies.
The OECD Member countries are: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, the Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Korea, Latvia, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, the
Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United
States. The European Union takes part in the work of the OECD.

OECD Legal Instruments
Since the creation of the OECD in 1961, around 450 substantive legal instruments have been
developed within its framework. These include OECD Acts (i.e. the Decisions and Recommendations
adopted by the OECD Council in accordance with the OECD Convention) and other legal instruments
developed within the OECD framework (e.g. Declarations, international agreements).
All substantive OECD legal instruments, whether in force or abrogated, are listed in the online
Compendium of OECD Legal Instruments. They are presented in five categories:
•

Decisions: OECD legal instruments which are legally binding on all Members except those
which abstain at the time of adoption. While they are not international treaties, they entail the
same kind of legal obligations. Adherents are obliged to implement Decisions and must take
the measures necessary for such implementation.

•

Recommendations: OECD legal instruments which are not legally binding but practice
accords them great moral force as representing the political will of Adherents. There is an
expectation that Adherents will do their utmost to fully implement a Recommendation. Thus,
Members which do not intend to do so usually abstain when a Recommendation is adopted,
although this is not required in legal terms.

•

Declarations: OECD legal instruments which are prepared within the Organisation, generally
within a subsidiary body. They usually set general principles or long-term goals, have a
solemn character and are usually adopted at Ministerial meetings of the Council or of
committees of the Organisation.

•

International Agreements: OECD legal instruments negotiated and concluded within the
framework of the Organisation. They are legally binding on the Parties.

•

Arrangement, Understanding and Others: several ad hoc substantive legal instruments
have been developed within the OECD framework over time, such as the Arrangement on
Officially Supported Export Credits, the International Understanding on Maritime Transport
Principles and the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) Recommendations.

